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For further reading and listening:

Institute of Translation and Interpreting’s Remote Interpreting Position Paper

AIIC Guidelines for Distance Interpreting

CSA Research’s The State of the Linguist Supply Chain

Jonathan Downie’s blog post on remote interpreting

Cyril Flerov’s Remote Simultaneous Interpreting: Options and Standards

Gio Lester’s Who’s in Control? A Look at Remote Interpreting

AIIC Switzerland remote interpreting seminar II (summary by Jéssica Ayala Tejedor, Josh Goldsmith, Sébastien Longhurst)

Troublesome Terps Podcast Episode 5: Remote Interpreting with special guest Barry Olsen

On social media:

#r1nt
#terptech

@Nimdzi_Insights
@slatornews
@translationtalk
@Goldsmith_Josh
@SarahHickeyINT
@KilianGSeeber
@ProfessorOlsen

Conference interpreting:

Glendon Master of Conference Interpreting
Middlebury Institute of International Studies
University of Maryland Graduate Studies in Interpreting and Translation
International Association of Conference Interpreters (AIIC)
http://interpreting.info/

hello@lizessary.com
That Interpreter blog